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Radnor District Council; and particularly to Chris Musson, now R.C.A.H.M. (Wales) for
discussions about his [g82 excavations. Both he and Bill Britnell offered useful comments on
an initial draft of this note. The illustrations were prepared by Brian Williams.
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The Society acknowledges with gratitude a publica/ion gran/JOr this paper from CadwlWtlsh His/om:
Monuments.
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THE WARWICK CASTLE CAULDRON (F;g. 5)
A copper-alloy cooking pot was such a vital item ofdomestic metalwork in the medieval

and later periods that it featured in inventories and wills relating to the full range ofdwellings
from cottage to castle. Of those which have survived, vessels carrying dates are from the 16th
to 17th centuries and very few are believed to be from an earlier period. There are
considerable difficulties in dating domestic metalwork since stylistic reference points, so
useful with items of artistic merit, arc largely lacking with utilitarian objects. However it is
becoming clear that analysis of the alloy used can help because comparisons can be made
with other object-types, such as weights and measures which are datable, so long as similar
technology has been involved in their manufacture.

The subject of this note is a large cauldron now displayed in Warwick Castle, but
comment is also included on two other large cauldrons which have survived in the Trinity
Hospital, Leicesterl and in Lacock Abbey, Wihshire.2 The Janer is a signed and dated vessel
made in Flanders in 1500. The Warwick Castle cauldron is unusually large and the weight of
such a large object would militate against its easy transport. There is therefore the possibility
that it was made locally; unfortunately there is no record in the castle archives ofany other
than its most recent history. Various features apart from its large size make this vessel
notable.
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In most cases cooking pots orthe late medieval and early post-medieval periods stood on

tripod legs or were supported from above by means ofa pair oflug handlesjust below the rim.
The Warwick cauldron has neither ofthese feamres but has in their place four short, stout
arms equally spaced around the circumference slightly above the widest part of its approxi
mately spherical body. The arms probably rested on a stout iron frame supported on legs
straddling the fire such that the rounded base of the cauldron received ilS heat and
transferred it to the contents. Such a tailor-made support system implies a permanent
cooking facility in a specific place, possibly in the castle Itself.

The cauldron has no surface decoration in contrast to many later vessels, particularly
the larger examples. However the surface shows blemishes, both random and in the form ofa
pattern. Pits and scratches are due to casting faults and subsequent rough use, particularly
evident on the inner surface. Ofmore interest is the pattern of raised lines or ridges over the
external surface since these provide evidence for the method of manufacture. These lines do
not indicate that a cauldron was made in separate parts, later brazed together, as is still
sometimes suggested as explanation ofthe so-called 'seams'. Instead they trace thejointlines
of the parts of tbe mould defining the outer sbape of the casting; the parts would not have
fitted together exactly when the complete mould was assembled just ~rior to pouring and
some penetration of liquid metal at the joints was inevitable, so giving nse to slight ridges on
the finisbed outer surface of the cauldron.

Most cauldrons have a ridge running down the sides at diametrically opposed positions
and across the base, indicating tbat a two-part outer mould was used. The Warwick cauldron
has ridges at the half-way positions between the arms (one of the ridges is evident on the
right-hand halfof the lower drawing in Fig. 5) confirming the use ofa basic four-part outer
mould. There are also lines running circumferentiaUy around the widest part of the outer
surface but which rise and fall at each of the arm positions; this may indicate that each
mould-quarter was in turn made from two parts which had to take account of the moulding
pallerns for the arms. After assembly into a mould-quarter, some attempt was probably
made to smooth the joint before assembly of the mould-quarters into the full outer mould.
The mould core defining the internal shape was no doubt a single piece and the whole mould
would have been assembled, in the inverted position, and the molten metal poured through a
hole in what is now the hase. Unfortunately the base is at present inaccessible, it being within
a wooden support for the cauldron.

The leicester cauldron is of a different form, having more sloping sides and a flatter
base. It is supported on three spade-like legs with crude decoration above the junction with
the body; it carries a band ofthr~ narrowly-spaced raised. ridges forming a band at about
mid-height by way of additional decoration. Two substantial loop handles span the angle
betw~n the everted upper part and the body just above the decorative band. There is the
normal single ridge indicating the useQfa two-part outer mould. Cauldrons ofthis form, and
having many of the other features of the Leicester cauldron, are known. A number carry
17th-century dates but the type was almost certainly made in the previous century and
examples with crude decoration may be ofTudor date. They are all believed to be of English
manufacture.

The Lacock cauldron is ofspherical form, stands on three footed legs and has two stout
loop handles, each decorated with a bearded figure-head. Around the body at about
mid-height is a band between raised edges which carries a Latin inscription indicating that
the cauldron was made in Mechelen (Malines) in 1500 by Peter Waghevens. It shows traces
ofridges but attempts were clearly made to chisel or file them down. They run down the sides
at diametrically opposed. positions bUI these do not m~t under the base; instead a circular
ridge, concentric with the axis ofthe cauldron, can be seen on the base. This indicates that the
outer mould consisted of two main parts but with a third small part which probably
contained the pouring channel when in the inverted. position. The decorated. handles would
have been separately moulded in wax and melted. out during baking of the clay mould.

There are thus two large cauldrons which contrast with the Warwick cauldron in resp«t
ofstyle and method ofmanufacture; thisl:Xtends to the matterofthe alloy compositions used.
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FIG. S
Warwick Castle cauldron
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Each has ~~n sampled and analysed by an X-ray fluorescence t«hniquc described
elsewherc.J The results are presented in Table 2. Although all the alloys can bt: described as
heavily-leaded bronzes, there aTC significant differences in both the main additions tin and
lead and in the impurity dements, nickel, antimony, and arsenic.

The lLiccstcr and Lacock alloys have high nickel and very high antimony and arsenic
levels indicating a common ore-type ifnot a common origin for the copper. The 'fahlen' or
grey-ore mineral, which was worked in the Harz region and elsewhere in the late mroieval
and later periods, is rich in arsenic and particularly antimony, and high nickel contents are
believed to be characteristic ofGerman ores. These similarities are consistent with the fact
thai the Leicestt:r and Lacock cauldrons are believed to be near-contemporary objects. The
alloys used are heavily leaded with a tin:lead ratio of about I :5; such an alloy would be a
relatively low-cost material but adequate for the purpose.

The alloy used for the Warwick cauldron in contrast has a much higher tin content, with
a tin:lead ratio ofabout I: I, and lower levels ofantimony and arsenic. The nickel content is
significantly lower. The compositional features are believed to indicate adateofmanufacture
significantly earlier than the other two cauldrons. A large amount of analytical data on
medieval copper-alloy objects has been accumulated at Coventry Polytechnic and these are
available for compositional comparisons. The published data on steelyard weights,4 tripod
ewers! and a mixed metal hoard,6 together with other unpublished data on mortars, cooking
vessels, larger weights and other items, suggests that a date of c. '400 would be appropriate
for the Warwick cauldron. The unique form of the support for the cauldron body, the lack of
decoration, the high tin content and the mould details left on the cauldron point to an
unusual origin, almost certainly in England.
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ALWY COMPOSITIOJliS At\'D RIM DIAMETERS OF CAULDRONS

" c.;pn """ n. ""' Nid#l 1_ A""-,, Autlli( $ilDon R"DilUftdv
(-J

Warwick 76.3 0.13 11.8 10.0 0.24 0.10 0·33 •.,. 0.07 900
Leicestcr 65-3 0·34 5.01 21.0 ··99 •.66 .f-I8 2.38 0.13 8"
1.>ood' 75·5 ..., 2·43 12·7 1.07 0.3 1 4. 12 3. 15 ..... m

'Averag. oflhl'tt .ampl~.
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A LATE MEDIEVAL HISPANO-MORESQUE VASE FROM THE CITY OF
LONDON (Figs. 6, 7, Pis. III, A, B)

The discovery in 1990 ofa lustreware vase on the N. bank ofthe Thames foreshore under
Cannon Street Bridge (NCR TQ326807) has highlighted the existence of a relatively
uncommon class of Hispano-Moresque export wares. The vessel was subsequently acquired
by the British Museum, and is now housed in the reference collection of medieval and later
Spanish lustreware from British sites in the Department of Medieval and Later Antiquities. 1

The following note is intended as a postscript to the full and detailed tJPochronology of
Iberian pottery exported to the British Isles2 and north-west Europe during the late
medieval period.

Description
The fabric is buff-red in colour (Munsell 7.SYR6/4), and examination under a

binocular microscope shows sparse inclusions ofquartz, limestone and iron-ore, with flecks
ofmica. The vase has a tall, flaring neck, and probably had a simple, rounded rim. The top of
the neck has been smoothed down, subsequent to chipping or other damage, since the surface
of the break is smoother and more worn than the other fractured edges, producing a
maximum height of ,ssmm. The vessel has a bulbous and slightly irregular body, with a
girth diameter of 96 mm, and a solid, thickly-potted base, somewhat distorted, with a
bevelled edge, 72-74 mm in diameter, and spiral wiremarks beneath the base. The irregular
body and base, which make the vessel slightly uneven, and several small irregularities in the
surface ofthe clay beneath the glaze, demonstrate that the vessel was not well finished by the
potter prior to decoration. A small scar in the glaze at the girth was probably caused by
contaCt with another vessel during firing.

Dtcoration
The vase is covered internally and externally with a white tin-glaze, over which the

decoration was painted. The glaze and decoration have decayed in some areas to a glossy
black, whilst elsewhere the decoration has faded to a faint, colourless, ghost lustre, visible
only in reflected light. However, X-ray fluorescence analysis by Dr M. Hughes of eight
separate areas ofdecoration detected copper but not cobalt. In contrast, the decoration on a
vase from London Wall, London (PI. III, A) showed cobalt and nickel in the blue areas and
copper in the lustre. The absence ofcobalt in the Cannon Street Bridge vase indicates that the
decoration was painted in copper lustre only. The decoration consists of two panels offoliage
around the neck and girth, and a narrow, decorated panel just above the base, the design of
which is unclear. Each panel is bordered by two narrow lines, occasionally broken by the
foliage, and separated by wider horizontal bands, one each at the rim and shoulder, and four
between the girth and footring. The band at the rim is matched by a band ofsimilar width on
the interior surface. The bevelled edge of the base is also lustred.

Discussion
The decoration in the panels comprises 'blobbed' leaves or scrolls, with small, hooked

tendrils, painted with broad brushstrokes. Interspersed among them are thin scrolls, lines,
stalks and dots, produced with finer brushstrokes. The 'blobbed' leafor scroll motifappears




